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Shulem Deen’s friend celebrates the publicaCon of his book. Three months
later she commi1ed suicide … probably because her family had disowned
her aHer she leH the Chasidic community.
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My Re/rement Project
•

Established Nishma Research as a research ﬁrm focusing on the Jewish
community (Nishma means “we listen”)

•

Mission includes conduc/ng one pro bono study a year – the study of those
who have leI Orthodoxy is the ini/al such eﬀort.
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Background
•

Many memoirs, anecdotes,
etc. On people leaving
Orthodoxy.

•

But the plural of anecdote
is not data. Is there a need
for quan/ta/ve data?

•

Posi/ve reac/on to survey
concept – Shulem Deen
(author), Footsteps, Project
Makom, social media,
academics (Prof. Steven M.
Cohen, Prof. Mark Rosen),
etc.

•

Decided to fund a study of
those who have leI
Orthodoxy, expanded
across denomina/ons:
Chasidic, Chabad, Yeshivish
(collec/vely the Chareidi);
and Modern Orthodox
(MO)
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Where we met Shulem Deen for lunch and kicked oﬀ the project in June, 2015.
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Halachic Insights Into OTD – “Oﬀ the Derech”

•

From Rabbi Fred Hyman – OTD means “oﬀ the derech”- those who have leI
the Orthodox community. The derech is the Path, the Torah way of life, a
system of observance comprised of a myriad of prac/ces and beliefs deﬁned
by thousands of years of Jewish tradi/on. We are familiar with the ba’al
teshuvah movement- which describes the return of Jews to faith and
observance. We are less familiar with the OTD experience. Not that we are
unaware of Orthodox Jews who have chosen a diﬀerent path, but I mean that
going oﬀ the derech has now gone mainstream.

•

The Sefas Emes, a brilliant Chasidic scholar of the late 19th century interprets
the precept of hashovas aveidah to include people; he notes that among our
most precious possessions is our sense of self and iden/ty, our spiritual lives!
Some/mes Jews are lost or cast oﬀ, and we have a responsibility to bring
them back.

•

Our survey was not presented as a panacea, an analysis of what’s wrong, or a
diagnos/c tool to ﬁx people. But it was presented as a way to give them a
voice. And what we do with that – listening or not – taking ac/on or not – is
up to us.
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Deﬁning OTD – “Oﬀ the Derech”
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• Beliefs – What is on the derech and what is oﬀ the derech; to
some extent, these are internal and unknown
• Prac/ces – No one is perfect
• Iden/ty / Self-Iden/ty – Denomina/onal abachments, historical
and current
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How the Survey Was Conducted – How We Reached Respondents

• No census or “mailing list”
existed for this group.
Therefore, we conducted an
opt-in survey via broad
outreach.

Other
13%
(n=118)
Chasidic
25%
(n=216)

• Target audience of physical
and virtual communi/es
reached by email,
announcements, social
media groups. Included all
members of Footsteps and
Project Makom, and several
Facebook groups.

Q. Raised as Orthodox?
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Modern Orthodox (MO)
26%
(n=230)

Chabad
11%
(n=97)

Yeshivish
25%
(n=221)

Percent

Count

Yes - I was raised fully Orthodox

86%

758

Par/ally - Spent part of my life as
Orthodox

14%

127

Q. S/ll Member of
Orthodox Community?

Percent

Count

Fully

Excluded from survey

Somewhat

45%

398

Not at all

55%

487

Total

885
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Proﬁle of Survey Respondents
• Gender – close to 50/50.
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• Age – Median ranged from 29 among Chasidic to 37 among MO..
• Educa/on – MO 85% college+ and 51% postgraduate degree. Overall 61% college
grads.
• Employment – 50% full-/me.
• Household Income – MO Median $101K, overall $62K.
• Marital Status – 55% married, living with a partner or in a long-term rela/onship
(36% when they leI).
• Children – 31% had children when they leI their community, with a median of 3
children.
• Family Background – 32% had one or both parents baalei teshuva.
• Time Since Leaving – Overall median 6-7 years ago; among MO 9 years.
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What Caused Beliefs and Prac/ces to Change
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Why People LeI Their Community:
What Caused Beliefs and Prac/ces to Change
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• A major objec/ve of this survey was to quan/fy the reasons why
people leI their Orthodox community.
• In order to avoid asking leading ques/ons, we posed this as a fully
open-ended ques/on: “Please think back to when you started moving
away in belief or prac/ce from the Orthodox community in which you
were raised. What were the key things that caused your beliefs and
prac/ces to change?”
• Taking the many hundred of subjec/ve responses and “quan/fying
them” was a challenging but eye-opening exercise. We read the full
text of the responses and categorized them against a list we developed
of approximately 50 reasons that people were giving, some of which
were subtle varia/ons of overlapping themes. Many respondents
oﬀered mul/ple reasons in some/mes quite lengthy responses.
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Why People LeI Their Community – All Respondents
26%

Conﬂic/ng learnings, intellectual thought
General doubts, loss of faith
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11%
11%

Role and status of women
Community hypocrisy, double standards

10%

Religious prac/ce, chumrahs, minu/ae, no spirituality

8%

Corrupt leaders, disliked role/worship of rabbis

7%

Judgmentalism, rumors, gossip, not accepted

6%

Sexual abuse, physical abuse, domes/c violence

6%
6%

No ques/ons, unanswered ques/ons, lack of openness
Exposure to non-Orthodox, non-Jews, outside world

5%

Religion too restric/ve, s/ﬂing

5%

My sexual orienta/on

5%

Immoral behaviors, community ethics, scandals

5%

In addiCon:
• In the 3% to 4% range – Science
knowledge, biblical criCcism, it was a
gradual process, homophobia / racism,
wanted more control over life &
creaCvity, idea of Jewish chosenness /
superiority.
• t’s hard to keep the outside world at
bay; but the Internet is not cited as a
signiﬁcant factor. Outside knowledge –
obtained by reading, personal
interacCons or otherwise learning things
(science, philosophy, Biblical criCcism,
etc.) that contradicted prior beliefs – has
been inﬂuenCal. And while the Haredi
community is fearful of the danger of
the Internet, only 2% named it as a
factor in why they leH.
• Weak secular educa/on is not a major
reason for leaving. While there has been
some criCcism of the weak secular
educaCon in Haredi communiCes, only
2% menConed it as a reason why they
leH.

The next four pages contain a sample of the verbaCm responses

Q. Please think back to when you started moving away in belief or pracCce from the Orthodox community in which you were raised. What were the key things
that caused your beliefs and pracCces to change? [Open-Ended] (n=554)
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Why People LeI Their Community – Sample Verba/m Responses
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CONFLICTING LEARNINGS, INTELLECTUAL THOUGHT
• Thinking about God and religion for the ﬁrst Cme. Facts. I studied more history and philosophy and never got answers.
• I had many conﬂicts between my core values and things in Orthodox Judaism that appear to contradict these values - sexism, racism,
homophobia, etc. I also started to quesCon the theological assumpCons of Orthodoxy - the Torah being dictated word for word by G-d,
the world being 6,000 years old, etc.
• Learning Jewish History and the academic study of Bible, studying Jewish philosophy, discussing and debaCng these things with
friends, classmates, and teachers
GENERAL DOUBTS, LOSS OF FAITH
• My liberal social values were not in line with the communiCes values. There was not enough room for diversity and pluralism. I felt
that the community was very insular and judgmental.
• There was a recogniCon that I just didn't believe in the same set of values regarding separaCon of men/women and place of Israel vis a
vis the rest of the naCons. I was more liberal that orthodox colleagues. The fact that I was struggling with coming out as gay was not
an issue here.
• As I got older, it just didn't make sense to me. Then I heard a rabbi speak at a 19 the old's funeral & say to the family that the deceased
died as a sacriﬁce for the sins of the Jewish naCon. I was already pulling away from Orthodoxy, but that made me break with it
completely.
ROLE AND STATUS OF WOMEN
• I was seven years old and was regularly leading the singing of the Star Spangled Banner and/or the HaCkvah at my yeshiva's
assemblies. I told my mother that I wanted to lead  אנים זמירותand  אין כאלוהינוat shul on Shabbos. She was shocked and told me in
no uncertain terms that girls don't do that. When I asked "why not?" I was told the same answer as I was given to most of my Jewishrelated quesCons: "because G!d said so!" Being a fairly wild child, I started "tesCng" some of G!ds rules and when lightening didn't
strike, I conCnued to make my own rules and leH the community as soon as I could.
• Seeing women as nothing but mothers and wives, maybe a teacher… and that's it. Seeing the double standard for men in Judaism and
women are merely ﬂuﬀ. I loathe how Judaism keeps women in the dark ages, in parCcular in orthodox communiCes.
• I felt like I had nowhere to grow as a female. I have a heavy text based background and at the Cme, I would have loved to have
become a rabbi but I didn't feel that was an opCon for me because I didn't want to be controversial. I felt really hurt by how limited my
opCons were. I didn't like being a bystander in services. I remember thinking, I am holy enough to bake the challah but not holy
enough to bless it? I know now they there is nuance and have since come back through renewal.

ConCnued
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Why People LeI Their Community – Sample Verba/m Responses (Con/nued)
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COMMUNITY HYPOCRISY, DOUBLE STANDARDS
• Hypocrisy, racism in the community, sexism in the community, scandals, abuse, holding criminals up as pillars of society because they
have money or power.
• I saw how much hypocrisy was in the orthodox community. I didn't become orthodox unCl I was 14 so I knew what life was like in
other communiCes. I saw the tacCcs they used to control the community through diﬀerent means. I was also sexually assaulted by
someone in the community and shamed and shunned for coming forward. Enforcement of li1le things like skirt length in school
without penalizing major moral violaCons like stealing and cheaCng Laws don’t seem relevant to modern life
• Hypocrisy exhibited by Jewish people, strict adherence to laws at the expense of good behavior towards others, enforcement of
archaic, outdated laws that should have evolved and adapted to modernity.
• When my son was young he was mistreated by his rabbis Rabbis in my community were arrested for money laundering Rabbis in
general were constantly sending conﬂicCng messages I did not loose my faith in G-d, just in the religion.
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE, CHUMRASH, MINUTIAE, NO SPIRITUALITY
• The Modern Orthodox community's move to the right, some very stupid Rabbinic pronouncement, failure of the community to
address women's and LBGT issues.
• I can go on forever, but iniCally it was nonkosher food. That 95% of Jews eat it all. Some even consider themselves frum (eat dairy out,
eat salads out, etc.) and it's ﬁne so let me try. But when I was eaCng traif (salad out is TRAIF) I couldn't disCnguish between one TRAIF
and the next. So if I'm eaCng traif pasta I may as eat a cheeseburger. Not unCl that point did I realize that it was ALL arbitrary and
everyone made their own rules. Made no sense that God would have 100 diﬀerent rules. What Cme is shabbos over? Depends who u
follow. What hechsher is good? Depends who u ask. Can I do xyz on shabbos, depends. Can u eat this on pesach?
Depends...depends...depends... Only aHer many years of that did it occur to me that there was no god keeping track.
• When I was 15, one of my Modern Orthodox day school teachers told us that Orthodox Jews felt commanded by God to do mitzvot
and that ConservaCve Jews didn't, and I realized that I didn't feel commanded by God, parCcularly. I did mitzvot for enCrely diﬀerent
reasons. And then, once, on a Shabbat when I was 18, I discovered my wallet in my coat pocket, and I thought that the halakhic thing
to do would be to try to hide it by the side of the road and come back aHer Shabbat ended to look for it, but I also knew that there was
no way that I was going to do that! I leH it in my pocket and took it out when I got home. Then, I was very depressed, and (in the days
before "Shabbos lamps"), in college, found myself deciding between turning on my bedside lamp to read for distracCon on Friday
night/Shabbat, or crying for hours in the dark, and I opted to turn my bedside lamp on and then oﬀ.
• • davvening in shuls without natural light • beauty didn't seem to be a religious sensibility • lack of any cultural framework towards
developing emoConal maturity with women • cats considered muksa on shabbes • this idea that meat was needed for joy on shabbes
and yontov.
ConCnued
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Why People LeI Their Community – Sample Verba/m Responses (Con/nued)
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CORRUPT LEADERS, DISLIKED ROLE/WORSHIP OF RABBIS
• I was a vicCm of rabbinic malpracCce, and both the community and RCA/bet din not only failed to do anything but sought to silence
the shanda. My life was destroyed, my family was destroyed. To this day I can receive private sympathy from major leaders, but no
vehicle such as the archdiocese Ministry of ReconciliaCon exists, much less to correct ma1ers. We are, indeed, children of a lesser
God.
• The corrupt and self serving rabbis and a general loss of a belief in god. There can be no living god in this world that would allow these
rabbi to hold sway so Cghtly over Jewish lives.
JUDGMENTALISM, RUMORS, GOSSIP, NOT ACCEPTED
• I was in basis Yaakov but my mom wore hats and someCmes pants at the gym and people were afraid to let their kids eat at our house
and asked if I was going to have an Aliya at my bat mitzvah! The super frum not accepCng that there is more than one way to be
shomer mitzvoth.
SEXUAL ABUSE, PHYSICAL ABUSE, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
• AHer many years of abuse from my husband, he turned on my son. I went to my rebbetzin for advice and she told me to keep shalom
bayis and do all these things to make my husband happier. I tried again, and failed. I talked to the rev. He said the same. My husband
tried to kill me and the police got involved. I quesCon everything now.
NO QUESTIONS, UNANSWERED QUESTIONS, LACK OF OPENNESS
• Anger at god over the holocaust aHer a visit to Poland.
• Felt resenvul that one could not quesCon anything and, having been raised in a black and white world, found it easy to reject the
whole noCon of religion rather than just slipping a li1le. Ex; the belief that eaCng 'non-treif' food in a treif restaurant is as bad as
having a bacon cheeseburger...so why not have the bacon cheeseburger? I have had quesCons for years. AHer trying for a very long
Cme to reconcile them I ﬁnally came to the conclusion that it's all man made.
• I think it started for me when my uncle died. While I had lost my father and grandparents as a child, my uncle passed when I was in
early high school. I prayed and prayed for him to get be1er and he didn't. While that in itself isn't the reason I walked away, it opened
up a new world of disbelief in a higher power for me. There were no suitable answers, to my mind, about the larger quesCons of life:
why do bad things happen to good people, why doesn't God respond to prayer, how do we know that our God is the right one when
there are hundreds (thousands?) of diﬀerent gods out there, why do we base our personal beliefs on the religious choices of our
parents and not our own ideas, and the list goes on. AHer the experience of puxng genuine faith into something that seemingly
oﬀered no return on that investment, I began to quesCon everything.
ConCnued
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Why People LeI Their Community – Sample Verba/m Responses (Con/nued)
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EXPOSURE TO NON-ORTHODOX, NON-JEWS, OUTSIDE WORLD
• When I started working in the secular world and didn't work with any Jews and realized they all had morals etc. even without being
jewish.
GRADUAL
• I always enjoyed the holidays and tradiCons, but ulCmately I never really had true belief/faith. I can clearly recall faking davening for so
many years and wondering when it will mean something to me. There was no moment, no loss of faith, no incident. All the same I
could never be myself and conCnue to lie about it to this day. It is a heavy burden.
HOMOPHOBIA, RACISM, SEXISM
• Sexism. Racism (including anC-Arab racism). Homophobia. The way that rich people control the community and judge the poor.
Bullying. Being Orthodox seemed so divorced from being a good person, which to me means replacing kashrus with vegetarianism and
religion with solidarity and acCvism.
OTHER
• I never believed, and didn't follow halacha in private, but remained part of orthodox community because I loved the social part of
orthodoxy (eg holidays, shabbat dinners, etc). However, As I remained single, and my friends were all gexng married and I was living
on my own, I started to slowly stop a1ending Orthodox insCtuCons and started pracCcing less and less as Cme went on. Once you hit
a certain age (late 20s), there is no comfortable place within the orthodox social structure. Many folks I know stopped pracCcing when
single and reaching their late 20s, though most of those returned to full orthodox pracCce once they got married and had kids etc.
Male Brooklyn Mid-40’s 10+ Years
• Apathy for basic rules like Kashrut. In addiCon, I began to see fundamental ﬂaws with the Jewish theology. Most importantly however,
I take great issue in the way that orthodoxy deiﬁes the scholars and commentators. Three days ago, I heard an orthodox man claim
that "Rashi never once said anything in his life that turned out to be incorrect." Male Washington State 18 3-4 Years Parents BT
• The realizaCon of how much *be1er* the world could have been with slightly diﬀerent mitzvot. It did not line up with how I
conceptualized, or was taught to conceptualize, God. God sCll makes some sort of sense, therefore Judaism is ﬂawed.
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Why People LeI Their Community: Modern Orthodox (OIen Similar to Others)
Conﬂic/ng learnings, intellectual thought

22%

Role and status of women

22%

General doubts, loss of faith

10%

No ques/ons, unanswered ques/ons, lack of openness

9%

Judgmentalism, rumors, gossip, not accepted

9%

My sexual orienta/on

9%

Religious prac/ce, chumrahs, minu/ae, no spirituality

9%

Community hypocrisy, double standards

8%

It was a gradual process

8%

Corrupt leaders, disliked role/worship of rabbis

7%

Sexual abuse, physical abuse, domes/c violence

7%

Exposure to non-Orthodox, non-Jews, outside world
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6%

• The role and status of women is
a signiﬁcant factor. The status
of women was among the most
widely cited reasons for leaving
Orthodoxy. It was the top
reason among Modern
Orthodox and the top reason
among all women.
• The role and status of women
and sexual orienta/on were
cited more oIen among the
Modern Orthodox than among
the other groups.
• Interes/ngly, though, the
factors cited by Modern
Orthodox are more similar than
they are diﬀerent from those
cited by the other groups.
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Why People LeI Their Community: Modern Orthodox – Men and Women
Conﬂic/ng learnings, intellectual thought

18%

Role and status of women

7%

General doubts, loss of faith

7%

No ques/ons, unanswered ques/ons, lack of openness

7%

Religious prac/ce, chumrahs, minu/ae, no spirituality

7%

11%

11%
10%

13%

4%

Judgmentalism, rumors, gossip, not accepted

11%

It was a gradual process

7%

Corrupt leaders, disliked role/worship of rabbis

7%
7%
4%

Sexual abuse, physical abuse, domes/c violence
Exposure to non-Orthodox, non-Jews, outside world

13%

3%

Community hypocrisy, double standards

1%

27%
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37%

6%

My sexual orienta/on

Men
Women

9%

10%
11%
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Were they Pushed Oﬀ the Derech? Or Pulled Oﬀ the Derech?
• We categorized the reasons
as “push” or “pull” factors
and tallied them up.
• More people feel they have
been “PUSHED Oﬀ the
Derech,” rather than
“PULLED Oﬀ the Derech.”
Asked why they leI, more
people cited internal
condi/ons – such as the
status of women,
percep/ons of hypocrisy –
that pushed them out, than
cited reasons related to the
lure of the outside world.
• This may be good news. We
can’t change the world, but
we can address problems
within our community.
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(All respondents)

Indeterminate
12%
External world is
PULLING people
out
33%

Community is
PUSHING people
away
55%

• In the Modern Orthodox community, the rela/ve
importance of the factors is Push 59%, Pull 25%,
Indeterminate 16%.
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Double-Lifers
•

33% of respondents said they were leading a “double life.” They agreed that they
were outwardly s/ll part of their community in terms of appearances and visible
ac/ons, but internally they no longer viewed themselves that way.
33%

All Respondents

36%

Chareidi

Modern Orthodox
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26%

• 37% of Modern Orthodox said it is very likely or somewhat likely they will leave the
community at some /me in the future.
Q. Would you say that you are leading a “double life” – meaning that you are outwardly sCll a member of the community (e.g., in terms of appearances and visible
acCons), but internally you do not view yourself that way? Yes – Why do you say that? How do you see yourself internally?; No. (n=879; Chareidi 532, Modern
Orthodox=228)
Q. What is the likelihood that you will fully leave your community at some point in the future, on a scale from 0 (you deﬁnitely will never leave) to 10 (you deﬁnitely
will eventually leave)? (n=265, Chareidi 174; Modern Orthodox=54)
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Current Support Needs & Sources of Support Used
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Current Needs
Help in socializing more with people like yourself

43%

Help in da/ng and rela/onships

24%

Help in ﬁnding a job, developing a career vision and plan

21%

Emo/onal support, to ﬁgure out “who you are”

21%

Helping you feel that you are part of a Jewish community

19%

Finding a therapist

MO 17% (Men 21%, Women 15%)

MO 25% (Men 18%, Women 30%)

15%

Help ﬁnding answers to religious/spiritual ques/ons

14%

Help in learning new skills, par/cipate in society

14%

Educa/onal counseling, e.g., GED/TASC, scholarships

11%

Help in referrals to people to speak with for various needs

11%

Help in ﬁnding a place to live

Support needed by those who have leI
their community more recently (in the past
ﬁve years) are not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent.
Their top needs are:
• Help in socializing more
50%
• Emo/onal support
30%
• Da/ng and rela/onships
29%
• Help in ﬁnding a job
26%
• Part of a Jewish community 20%

9%

Help/counseling for your parents/family

8%

Help rela/ng to divorce or child custody

8%

Helping you to feel Jewish

5%

Other

5%

None of the above

#1 in all segments
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24%

Q. In the list below, please check the most important needs you may have at this Cme (up to 5) – EducaConal counseling, e.g., gexng a GED/TASC high school
degree, ﬁnding scholarship funding; Help in ﬁnding a job and/or developing a career vision and plan; Help in ﬁnding a place to live; Help in learning new skills
and how to parCcipate in society; Help in relaCng to daCng and relaConships; Help relaCng to divorce or child custody; Help/counseling for your parents/
family; Finding a therapist; Helping you feel that you are part of a Jewish community; Help in giving you emoConal support, to ﬁgure out “who you are”; Help
in giving you referrals to people you could speak with for various needs; Help in giving you opportuniCes to socialize more with people like yourself; Helping
you to feel Jewish; Help ﬁnding answers to religious and spiritual quesCons; Other – Please describe; None of the above. (n=812)
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Final Thoughts and Reﬂec/ons
Ø

Helping Others Understand You
What You Might Have Done Diﬀerently

Ø

Advice to Those Considering Leaving

Ø

The survey objec/ve was to give respondents a voice and a chance to start a
conversa/on with the larger Jewish popula/on. Three concluding ques/ons
generated poignant, thoughyul and some/mes lengthy responses. A sample of the
verba/m responses follows.
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“Many people don’t well understand those who have leI, or may leave, their
Orthodox community of origin. What do you want to tell people about this group?”
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• We're not all abused or mentally ill, and we're not all looking to live a life of he=erus. A lot of us
feel fulﬁlled without Judaism. I feel much more fulﬁlled in life now more than ever. In terms of
the mental illness and abuse thing: there are, yet, many abuse vicDms and people with mental
illness in the OTD community… if the Jewish community was a safehaven for people with those
issues, they would not have leJ. It's on the Jewish community to change that. (MO Male)
---------• The problem is not in us, the problem is in the orthodox community. Yes many people are happy
and stay in the community. So why did we leave? Orthodox Judaism allows a very narrow set of
variety, if you happen to fall within the conﬁnes then your life can be nearly perfect. However if
you fall outside, life is pure hell and the only logical thing to do is to leave in order to ﬁnd a
community where being who you are is okay. I love Judaism and appreciate many aspects of
Orthodoxy; if they would accept for who I am (gay) I would come back in an instant. (Chabad
Female)
• I was abused emoDonally and physically, all in the name of religion, I'm sDll hurDng, and my life
is preVy messed up because of this. All I want is to have my own life, and make my decisions how
I wanna live. (Chasidic Male)
• Both my parents are Baal Teshuvah. They had a right to make their decisions. I have a right to
make mine. People need to be true to themselves and live authenDc lives. (Chabad Male)
• There must be a separaDon of halacha and customs - if you prevent clever moDvated women
from pursuing university studies and careers and other such aYtudes that have liVle to do with
halacha, there is a high chance … they will choose to leave the community. (Yeshivish Female)
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“Looking back at your experiences, what if anything would you have done
diﬀerently?”
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• I would have established myself in a modern orthodox community with a shul I could enjoy, a
rabbi I respect and a feeling of spirituality. (MO Female)
• Might have looked for more support in ﬁnding a happy medium rather than just running in the
complete opposite direcDon. There is a part of me that sDll wishes I was a part of the orthodox
community just a less judgmental one. (MO Female)
---------• I would leJ the community more than a decade ago. (Chasidic Female)
• College when I was younger. It was revoluDonary at the Dme, and I was afraid of the eﬀect it
would have on shidduchim and on my relaDonship with my parents. (Chasidic Male)
• Being clearer with my family where I was changing would have given us more Dme and goVen us
on the path faster towards reconciling our diﬀerences and accepDng each other. (Chasidic Male)
• I would have leJ the Hasidic community before geYng married and having a family. (Chabad
Transgender)
• LeJ at a much younger age, and pursued an advanced educaDon. (Chabad Male)
• I would have leJ earlier. I was too scared and didn't know what to do if I leJ. Instead, I lived a
double life learning in yeshiva all day and sneaking out to Wendy's at night. I also would do more
to ﬁnd people with similar situaDon to my own. (Yeshivish Male)
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“In conclusion, what advice would you give to others who are considering
leaving their Orthodox community, for a more modern lifestyle?”
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Community

• Follow your star. Judaism, from atheist to hardcore haredi, is a DIY proposiDon. (MO Male)
• Judaism doesn't have to be an all or nothing. I recently went to an OTD bbq … and was horriﬁed
that non kosher meat and pig products were being served. There's a big diﬀerence between
choosing not to be a part of that life and completely disrespecDng those who chose to remain.
For me it was eye opening as it highlighted the great diﬀerences between those who leave from a
place of intellectual/logical reasoning versus those from an emoDonal place or due a bad
experience that harbor bad will towards others. (MO Female)
---------• Make sure you have legiDmate intelligent reasons for leaving, and have a plan. Leaving will
require sacriﬁce, of family, friends, and ﬁnancial stability. If you have kids you may lose them. It
may be isolaDng unDl you ﬁnd your crowd, but there are resources to help. (Chasidic Female)
• Think it over twice and three Dmes and four Dmes before jumping. The change may be worse
than the previous condiDon. (Chabad Male)
• Take it slow. Don't burn bridges. Stay posiDve. It gets beVer. Be respec_ul. Don't bash people on
social media. Have some class. (Chabad Female)
• Being part of a community is comfortable, and it's diﬃcult to lose that. I don't think there is any
easy path, but the world is a fascinaDng place when rules are not prevenDng you from exploring
it. (Yeshivish Female)
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Current Religious Prac/ces and Iden/ﬁca/on
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Current Religious Prac/ces – By Segment
All

Chareidi

Modern
Orthodox

Double
Lifers

Pew
Survey *

Believe in God

33%

32%

36%

37%

All US Jews 72%; Chareidi
98%; M.O. 96%

Kosher

31%

29%

36%

43%

All US Jews 22%; Chareidi
98%; M.O. 83%

Friday Night Shabbat Meal

68%

68%

67%

85%

All US Jews 23%; Chareidi
99%; M.O.78%

Shabbat Candles Lit in Home

53%

53%

52%

75%

Jewish Learning

38%

36%

43%

40%

Listen to Jewish Music

42%

44%

38%

41%

Children Religious

58%

64%

40%

77%

Children Abend Religious School

71%

78%

50%

86%

Views on Their Child Intermarrying

36%

32%

47%

46%

(% Strongly or Somewhat)

(% Strictly or Mostly)

(% Regularly or SomeCmes)

(% Regularly or SomeCmes)

(% Regularly or SomeCmes)

(% Regularly or SomeCmes)

(% Fully or Mostly)

(% A1ending)

(% Very or Somewhat Upset)

S/ll Dress the Same Way
(% Great or Some Extent)

28%

(Women 42%,
Men 30%)

58%
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* Source: A Portrait of
Jewish Americans:
Findings from a Pew
Research Center Survey
of U.S. Jews, October
2013

• For many religious prac/ces, there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences between MO and Chareidi.
• For the more “visible” prac/ces, Double-Lifers engage in them more than those who leI the community.
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Jewish Self-Iden/ﬁca/on – Modern Orthodox

I do not consider
myself Jewish
3%
Chasidic
<0.5%

Other
16%
Cultural/ethnic
Jewish (or "just
Jewish")
35%

Modern Orthodox
5%
Reform
2%
Conserva/ve
8%

Orthoprax
6%

Tradi/onal
17%

Secular/Humanist
Jewish
8%
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Community

• Jewish aﬃlia/ons were more
“self-deﬁned” than ﬁ|ng the
common labels, with 60%
saying they were tradi/onal,
secular/humanist, cultural/
ethnic or “just Jewish.”
• Pew found that 70% of U.S.
Jews iden/fy with a
denomina/on (Reform 35%,
Conserva/ve 18%, Orthodox
10%, Other Denomina/ons
6%, None 30%), a much higher
percentage than among our
respondents (21%).
• There were no substan/al
diﬀerences among the
Orthodox segments.
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Q. Which of the following best describes how you see your Jewish aﬃliaCon at this Cme? (n=880)

Importance of Being Jewish and Part of a Jewish Community
Being Jewish
Part of Jewish Community

(% Very or Somewhat Important)

All Respondents

Chareidi

Modern Orthodox

Double-Lifers

All US Jews (Pew)

72%

51%

46%

Survey of
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Community

55%

78%

61%
66%
61%

70%

82%

• Women view being Jewish and part of a Jewish community as more important than do men, by
about 10 percentage points.
Q. Right now, how important is being Jewish in your life? Very important; Somewhat important; Not very important; Not at all important; I do not consider
myself Jewish; Don’t know (n=877)
Q. Right now, how important is it to you to be part of a Jewish community? Very important; Somewhat important; Not very important; Not at all important;
Don’t know (n=876)
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Family Rela/onships & Acceptance
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Family Rela/onships and Acceptance Over Time
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70%

Modern Orthodox

60%

Rela/onship
with father

90%
80%
70%

50%

Rela/onship
with mother

60%
50%

40%

Rela/onship
with siblings

40%
30%

30%

They accept
me, despite
my decisions

20%

They
understand
the decisions
I've made

10%

20%
10%
0%

<5 Years

5 to 9+

10+ Years

Years Since LeI Community

0%
<1 Year

1 to 2+

3 to 4+

5 to 9+ 10+ Years

Years Since LeI Community
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Community Connec/ons
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Community Connec/ons
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(% Strongly or Somewhat Agree)

I s/ll feel connected to the Orthodox community in
which I grew up.
I currently feel connected to a new Jewish community
(not the one in which I grew up).
I currently feel connected to a non-Jewish community
(one where Jewishness has lible or no relevance).

34%
45% (MO 54%)
44%

I am happy with the “community connec/ons” that I
have.

54%

I feel something is missing from my “community
connec/ons.”

54%

• I haven’t found a community of likeminded individuals, and don't feel as connected as I would like in terms of
socializing, being seen as part of a community, etc.
• I don't feel part of any community – not the Orthodox one I grew up in, not the one of people who leJ the
community, and not any non-Jewish community. Becoming part of a community is something I'm working on.
• I sDll strongly feel the pain of having lost my community of origin and biological family.
• I miss the good Dmes when they were good. I miss having a busy schedule in the community and being helpful to
them. I miss talking to people. … Now I feel like a very liVle person and not important to anyone.
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Q. Do you agree with the following statements? Strongly agree; Somewhat agree; Neither agree nor disagree; Somewhat disagree; Strongly disagree;
Statement not relevant to me (Percentages exclude those responding “Statement not relevant to me”) (n=855)

Abachment to Israel
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(% Very or Somewhat A8ached)

All Respondents
Chareidi

66%
60%
81%

Modern Orthodox
Double-Lifers
All US Jews (Pew)

66%
69%
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Q. How emoConally a1ached are you to Israel? Very a1ached; Somewhat a1ached; Not very a1ached; Not at all a1ached; Don’t know (n=851)

Poli/cal Leanings
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(% Liberal)

All Respondents

Chareidi

49%

45%

55%

Modern Orthodox

All US Jews (Pew)

49%

Q. In general, how would you describe your poliCcal views? Very conservaCve; ConservaCve; Moderate; Liberal; Very liberal; I am not poliCcal; Other – Please
Describe (n=851)
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